
 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

Highlights 

� Outstanding deep drilling results of up to 63.5gpt point 
to a significant extension in the known limits of the 
orebody at Paulsens Gold Mine  

� The intersections were made ~150m down plunge of 
Paulsens’ known limits 

� The results highlight the strong potential to greatly 
increase Paulsens’ mine life 

� Drilling already underway to further test Paulsens’ limits  

� Results are in addition to the recently announced 150m 
extension to the key Voyager 1 lode at Paulsens  

� Latest results include 1.1m at 30.7gpt, which is the 
deepest intersection ever recorded at Paulsens, 325m 
below current workings and 870m below surface 

� Visible gold intersected in the core 

� Assays results are similar size to those recorded in the 
Voyager 1 and 2 discoveries 

� Additional 13m of quartz structure intersected in third 
daughter hole with assays pending 

� Paulsens mineralisation remains open at depth and 
down plunge 

� Significant results include (downhole lengths); 

1.1 m @ 30.7 g/t gold     330mRL 
 

including 0.43m @ 63.5 g/t gold  
 

0.3 m @ 40.8 g/t gold    410mRL 
 

2.7 m @ 1.7 g/t gold    340mRL 
 

3.3 m @ 1.3 g/t gold   335mRL  
 

Northern Star Resources (ASX: NST) is pleased to announce that it has hit 
significant high-grade gold about 150m down plunge from the known limits of 
the orebody at its Paulsens Gold Mine in WA via surface drilling. 
 
The results of up to 63.5gpt show there is significant potential to grow the 
resources, reserves and mine life at Paulsens. 
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Deep drilling hits of up to 
63gpt emerge as a game-
changer for Northern Star  
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The intersections were the first in the deep drilling campaign which is aimed at extending the life of the highly 
profitable Paulsens mine to between seven and ten years. 
 
Northern Star has already started drilling the next "parent hole" in this program, which is another 200m down 
plunge from the first one. These parent holes are being drilled from surface. 
 
The program involves drilling parent holes from surface at distances of about 200m apart down plunge. A 
series of "daughter holes" can then be drilled at angles from the parent holes (see Figure One). 

 
Figure 1 - Long Section View of Paulsens mineralisation and Surface deep drilling 

Importantly, the new high-grade intersection of 1.1m at 30.7gpt (inc 0.4m @ 63.5gpt) is now the deepest 
intercept in the history of the mine and is 325m vertically below the current production level and 870m from 
surface (see Figure Two).  

 
Figure 2 - Long Section View of Voyager 1 and Surface deep drilling intersections 
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Northern Star Managing Director Bill Beament said the initial results were strong evidence that the program 
had the potential to be a "game-changer" for the Company. 
 
This was supported by the third daughter hole from the first parent hole, which intersected 13m of quartz. 
Assays on this hole are pending. 
   
"We committed the Company to this program because the potential return for Northern Star is so 
substantial," Mr Beament said. "These initial results point to the Paulsens orebody continuing for about 150m 
down plunge of the existing known parameters. 
 
"The second parent hole is stepped-out about another 200m down plunge and plans are underway for a third 
and fourth.  
 
"This is an aggressive strategy with significant upside for Northern Star due to the opportunity to add vast 
amounts of gold and therefore longer mine life which may result." 
       
Northern Star revealed last week that its push to increase both the mine life and profit margins at Paulsens 
had received a significant boost from a series of high-grade results at the flagship Voyager 1 lode. 
 
The results show that the extension zone in the Voyager 1 resource is set to run at an average grade of 
about 14gpt compared with Voyager 1's life-to-date head grade of about 8gpt. 
 
Northern Star is planning a mid-year resource upgrade which will take into account the in-fill and resource 
definition drilling in the high-grade Voyager 1 extension zone.  
 
The revised resource estimate, which will also include the results released to date from the Voyager 2 lode at 
Paulsens, will in turn underpin a revised mine plan and updated cashflow forecasts for the project.  
 
Northern Star is in the throes of increasing production at Paulsens from ~80,000ozpa to ~100,000ozpa, with 
the higher rate expected to kick-in at the end of 2012.       
 
Assays received are tabled in the appended table. Further announcements will be released regarding the 
ongoing surface diamond drilling as results become available.  
 

 
Yours faithfully, 

 

Bill Beament 
Managing Director 
Northern Star Resources Ltd 
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PAULSENS DEEPS DRILLING 

Hole # 
Downhole  

Intersection 
(m) 

Grade (g/t) Mineralised zone and comments 
RL of 

intersection 

PD01 2.7 1.7 Voyager quartz veins in Gabbro 340mRL 

PD01 3.3 1.3 Voyager quartz veins in Gabbro 335mRL 

PD01B 0.3 40.8 Quartz vein 410mRL 

PD01B 1.1 30.7 Voyager quartz veins in Gabbro 330mRL 

including 0.4 63.5 Voyager quartz veins in Gabbro 330mRL 
At a nominal 1g/t lower cut off and no upper cut off, with <2m internal dilution. Surface elevation is at 1200mRL  
NSR means no significant result 

 
Quality Control – Paulsens Deep Exploration. All core is logged then cut for sampling. Half core is sampled and sent to SGS Australia Pty Ltd (‘SGS’) in Perth Western Australia for 
assaying. The remaining half core is stored at Paulsens. At SGS, samples are dried then crushed. The crushed material is split and a portion is pulverised. A 50-gram portion of the pulp is treated 
by Fire Assay method with Atomic Absorption finish (FAA505). Northern Star Resources inserts on average one standard and blank every 25 samples. Laboratory standards and blanks are inserted 
by SGS and several pulp duplicates are also assayed as a determinant of mineralisation variability. 
 
 

Competent Persons Statements 
 
The information in this announcement that relates to Exploration Results is based on information compiled by Jason Boladeras, who is a Member of 
the Australian Institute of Geoscientists (AIG) and Exploration Manager and casual employee of Northern Star Resources. Mr Boladeras has sufficient 
experience which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he is undertaking to qualify 
as a Competent Person as defined in the 2004 Edition of the ‘Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore 
Reserves’. Mr Boladeras consents to the inclusion in the report of the matters based on his information in the form and context in which it appears. 
 

Forward Looking Statements 
 
Northern Star Resources Limited has prepared this announcement based on information available to it. No representation or warranty, express or 
implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained in this 
announcement. To the maximum extent permitted by law, none of Northern Star Resources Limited, its directors, employees or agents, advisers, nor 
any other person accepts any liability, including, without limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence on the part of any of them or any other 
person, for any loss arising from the use of this announcement or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with it. 
 
This announcement is not an offer, invitation, solicitation or other recommendation with respect to the subscription for, purchase or sale of any 
security, and neither this announcement nor anything in it shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever. This announcement may 
contain forward looking statements that are subject to risk factors associated with gold exploration, mining and production businesses. It is believed 
that the expectations reflected in these statements are reasonable but they may be affected by a variety of variables and changes in underlying 
assumptions which could cause actual results or trends to differ materially, including but not limited to price fluctuations, actual demand, currency 
fluctuations, drilling and production results, reserve estimations, loss of market, industry competition, environmental risks, physical risks, legislative, 
fiscal and regulatory changes, economic and financial market conditions in various countries and regions, political risks, project delay or advancement, 
approvals and cost estimates. 
 
 


